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About This Game

Where cultists crawl, where demons dwell, where the occult… occults? *ahem* That's where you’ll find Detective Francis
McQueen, the lead investigator of the criminally underfunded Darkside Division. When evil darkens the doorsteps of Twin

Lakes City – hell, even when it just loiters around shop fronts or hangs out in shady alleyways – he’s there, ready to investigate
the cases that nobody else will.
He is The Darkside Detective.

The Darkside Detective is a micro-adventure game with a distinct sense of humour. It’s available on PC, Mac & Linux and
consists of a series of humorous bite-size investigations into the occult and extraordinary. It features:

- 6 cases, each more spooky than the last
- **BONUS 7TH CASE ADDED TO THE GAME, CHRISTMAS 2017!**

- **BONUS 8TH CASE ADDED TO THE GAME (though it's a short short)**
- **BONUS 9TH CASE ADDED TO THE GAME, SEASON 1 FINALE!**

- Music from Ben Prunty, the audiomancer behind gems such as FTL and Gravity Ghost
- At least three jokes

- Cutting edge, high definition pixels
- One free curse-removal, up to and including mid-level witch hexes
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Title: The Darkside Detective
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Spooky Doorway
Publisher:
Spooky Doorway, Maple Whispering Limited
Release Date: 27 Jul, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10

Processor: Pentium 4

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Chipset 3000

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 1 GB available space

English,French,German,Simplified Chinese
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This is an extremely straightforward, mobile style card game. You simply attack with cards to win battles. Energy based
gameplay and microtransactions to boot. Its not going to be very popular, but its not bad it seems well made and it looks nice.
Not much strategy in my opinion, This is about as casual a card game you can get I think. That being said that's exactly who I
recommend this too, someone who enjoys mobile games, that is looking for a new, casual card game experience.. This game
proves you don't need cheap jumpscares and poorly drawn twisted faces to have a geniunely good horror.
It creates a realistic unsettling atmosphere in a pixelated artstyle without relying on the aforementioned gimmicks.
Gameplay is good. Solid platforming, well designed difficulty curve. I was expecting metroidvania esque upgrades, but instead
it's the enemies that get upgraded as you progress - fine too.
Difficulty is high, but no complaints about that. It's hard but fair, and there is an assist mode for those who can't handle
hardcore games but still want to experience the game.
Graphics are also good. Minimalist at first glance, as you descend into the hive you'll notice a lot of attention to detail in the
backgrounds.

Second favorite game this year. Definitely recommending.. I haven't had this program very long but I find it very helpful. It has
voice input to test your own pronunciation. NOTE; You will need a very good mic, a headset mic won't cut it. It works fairly
well with the USB CVL-2008 mic, similar to the blue yeti mic. XLR mics would probably work well too. It may not be
complete but it is very thourough with both; 1. clicking choice (no mic needed) and 2. verbal test (mic needed).

I really like this program, however I'm not sure if the French I'm learning with this program is Canadian or France. I think
anyone first starting to learn french would like the layout, picture test. Oh, did I mention this has learning games too? There's
more to this program than I listed, as I'm currently learning about the options. This program doesn't show up under steam games,
you'll need to launch it from desktop.. Quite frankly, this is a fun little interactive Flash video. However, it isn't a game, rather a
simple video with a good couple of choices.

The problem is that this should be a free game, not a game we should have to pay for.

If you ignore the fact this is absolutely overpriced, then it is a funny little Flash video.. fun little arcade game with a cowboy on
Halloween aesthetic. worth the price and is challenging in the best way.
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A fun, classic arcade-style shooter. It reminds me of the kinds of games you'd get on those old 'demo' CD-Roms. Simple, yet
quite addictive. Worth the $$ :D. Short, but fun.

I think it's worth a $1.. Perfect mix of humor and puzzle solving. This episode was a bit easier than the first one but also very
good. Recommended to all "point-and-click" oldschool puzzle solving fans.. It's a cool concept, but I am "actually" a music
producer and it sucks for "actual" production. However, if you want to just hit a few buttons in VR and hear some repetitive
noise... this works. Don't bother trying to create anything really cool yet, just get Fruityloops Studio for that (the closest REAL
production software to this). Couldn't go the online play for some reason, so I can only give comment on the single player
experience. It was fun for about 15 minutes. It is, however, early access so I will gladly support the dev in hopes that it
improves.

Not exactly block rocking (yet), but definitely a GREAT concept and it is well done compared to the other terrible music
simulators on Steam. Give it a try.. This review was written using a key provided by the Developer for review purposes***

The Spatials is a space station building sim crossed with an isometric ARPG meets Tycoon game which recently released on
Steam. In The Spatials not only do you build a space station on an asteroid to satisfy guests and earn their hard earned cash you
also take a crew of brave men and women on hundreds of missions across an expansive randomly generated galaxy. Completing
missions earns you valuable resources and money which can be used back at your space station or, in the case of money, can be
invested into planets where you have completed missions in order to regularly receive supplies.

+Simple and colourful graphics which suit the game well and look nice
+Easy to follow tutorials which are very helpful in teaching you the basics of the game
+Great UI which is very easy to navigate
+Building is very easy thanks to the grid that appears when building and it's also very easy to correct mistakes if you
accidentally build something in the wrong place
+A reasonably sized Tech tree with a good variety of things to unlock over the course of your game
+The galaxy is randomly generated each time you start a new game and contains over 100 planets with increasingly challenging
away missions
+Missions on planets have you go around completing objectives such as killing enemy pirates or destroying guard towers
+When on missions I found the combat to be fun though it seems not everyone would agree with me on that
+A good number of different room types and objects for your space station
+You're provided with a simple breakdown of what your staff as well as visitors want while they are at your space station
+After completing missions you are able to spend your money unlocking resource slots which then provide you with whatever
resources that planet has every few minutes
+A large number of weapons and upgrades to be found on missions for your crew to use making them stronger
+Simple controls when on away missions

-It's very hard to earn money early on and I often found myself just sitting idle while I waited for more money to be spent in my
space station so I could buy something
-It's not in the slightest bit challenging. Firstly, your crew can never die on an away mission, if they run out of HP they simple
get beamed back to the ship and then they're perfectly fine for the next mission. Secondly, there's no environmental dangers or
any enemies where your space station is nothing to slow your progress or make it harder like there are in similar games. Finally,
even if your visitors are unhappy they still spend money while visiting your space station so it's impossible to ever run out of
money

Verdict:
8

A great building/ARPG/Tycoon game with nice, colourful graphics and a wide variety of things to do while playing that's easy
to get in to for new players.

El K.
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